Our research group is working on soybeans which the quantity of yielding is difficult to predict. We focus on the common characteristics observed at multiple cultivation points, in order to examine methods to acquire new knowledge in deciding the work based on the amount of yields. Our previous study has examined a method to discover optimal patterns using qualitative value of cultivation data. In this method, one qualitative value is assigned based on the boundary value. However, by typically generating qualitative values around the boundary value, different qualitative values are given, even if they are almost the same value, which tremendously affect the calculation of the optimal patterns. In this study, by considering ambiguity in boundary values when generating qualitative values, we discover new knowledge that was not found by the previous method. This method was applied to actual data. As a result, it was verified that the elements of the frequently appearing pattern have changed, and the pattern with the lower evaluation value has appeared in the higher rank. Moreover, by analyzing the optimal pattern extracted by the proposed method and the existing method, the trend of the well-known factors for high yield was discovered and factors that prevent high yield from the optimal pattern were eliminated.
Introduction
There is a high demand in agricultural efficiency due to the aging society and a lack of successor in Japan. To cope with this problem, knowledge discovery using data mining is being applied for crops that can be managed precisely. For example, there is been studied to increase yielding for tomatoes and strawberries (1, 2) . On the other hand, several attempts have appeared to discover efficient knowledge for crops grown under various environmental changes.
Soybeans, which is the target of our work, are known for high-yielding constraints (pestilence, weed, lodging, etc.) (3) , and not much method has been established to improve the amount of yield and quality. We use the daily cultivation data such as environmental, growth and work data, and focus on the common characteristics observed in several cultivation points in order to analyze and examine the factors for high and low yielding. Since a small numerical difference of the value of the climate factor does not affect much, we consider grasping with a rough value. Moreover, cultivation environments important for each growing stage are different for soybeans. Therefore, environmental data are qualitatively valued for each growing stage (4) . At this time, since the interpretation of value for each climate factor differs for each cultivation point, qualitative value conversion is conducted based on the type of condition the cultivation spot is compared with the average year value. By using the qualitative cultivation data, we try to analyze factors affecting growth by exploring features common to many cultivation spots as frequent patterns. However, only redundant information can be obtained from features that appear in both high and low yield cultivation data. Therefore, we consider that an important factor that determines the quality of yield is included in the characteristic of either the high yield or low yield cultivation data, and a function to evaluate the frequency pattern.
In the previous study (5) , when expressing the qualitative value, the top 33% was expressed as High, the bottom 33% as Low, and the rest as Average, as compared with the average value. However, directly converting the value near the boundary to the qualitative value may give different qualitative values even if they are almost the same value. When looking for features commonly found at many cultivation points, different qualitative values can be regarded as different features. Since the optimal pattern is extracted according to the frequency of the feature that has appeared, giving different qualitative values causes a problem as such feature to disappear frequently. In this paper, we aim to develop a method to discover new knowledge by extracting the optimal pattern from cultivation data. In the proposed method, the ambiguous boundary value is converted into two qualitative value in order to deal with the above problem.
Exploring Optimal Pattern with
Cultivation Data
Cultivation Data
We use three types of cultivation data, namely environmental, growth and work data, which is obtained for each cultivated spot for experiment. Environmental data includes weather data or other data related to environment for each cultivated spot. Growth data is a data that expresses the condition of crops, including image data shot with a camera from ground or bird's eye view, crop height and length measured by machine or by hand, and a number of flowers. Work data is a data related to motivation of farmers during the high-yielding constraints, or basic actions during cultivation period such as seeding date and amount of harvest.
Overview of optimal pattern discovery
In the previous study, the cultivation data was classified depending on whether the crop yield at the cultivation spot is high or low (5) . Features appearing in either one of high or low yield cultivation data were considered important, and unique features were extracted. The method can be summarized into the following three steps (Fig. 1 ).
1. Division of cultivation data by crop yield 2. Conversion to qualitative cultivation data with ambiguity for each growing stage 3. Optimal pattern discovery using evaluation function based on the difference between high and low yield group
Qualitative value considering ambiguity
In the conventional method, one qualitative value is given for one data item. However, if the value near the qualitative value is simply converted to a qualitative value, there is a possibility that it cannot capture ambiguous information, for example, information existing between High and Average or between Average and Low. Therefore, by creating ambiguity in the boundary value when generating the qualitative value conversion, we aim to discover new knowledge that cannot be found before. Generally, one qualitative-valued data is generated from the value of one data item, but since two qualitativevalued data are generated from the value classified as the intermediate qualitative value, simply calculating the frequency will cause the frequency to be doubly counted. Therefore, correction frequencies α and ′ are assigned to each of the two qualitative valued data generated from the values classified as the intermediate qualitative value
. The correction frequency is defined as follows so that α = ′ = 0.5 when the original value is equal to the boundary value, and the value decreases as it becomes farther from the boundary value.
where α is a correction frequency of the qualitative-valued data corresponding to a portion smaller than the boundary value , and ′ indicates a correction frequency corresponding to a portion larger than . D is a constant that determines the distance from the boundary value BV the ambiguity is to be applied.
is the value before generating it as a qualitative value. It is possible to always set the sum of the frequencies for the doubled qualitative-valued data to 1, by the correction frequency.
Optimal Pattern
Express cultivation data qualitatively valued using the method in Section 2.3 as a set of = 〈 , , , 〉, that is, patterns = {… , , … }. In this quadruplet, S is a growth stage, D is a data item of environmental data, A is an attribute representing a method of qualitative value conversion, and V is a qualitative value. Moreover, in the qualitative value method of Section 2.3, frequency 1 is basically applied, and correction frequency less than 1 is assigned to near the boundary value. The set of qualitative value data in which the pattern appears in the target group is ( ), and the set of qualitative value data that appears in the inverse group is ( ). In this definition, the target group represents either a high-yield cultivation data set or a low-yield cultivation data set, and the inverse group is defined as a data set opposite to the target group. is the appearance rate of the pattern P. The evaluation function ( ) of the pattern P is defined as follows.
In other words, the more the appearance rate of the pattern P in the object group is high and the appearance of each element in the inverse group of P is small, the better the pattern becomes. The pattern P with the maximum value of f(P) is defined as the optimal pattern.
Optimal pattern discovery using frequent closed pattern
It is not efficient to enumerate all patterns and calculate the value of the evaluation function to find the optimal pattern. Therefore, we focus on the fact that the pattern with low appearance rate in a certain group is extremely unlikely to be the optimal pattern. Consider reducing the number of patterns to the ones that satisfy
elements ∀ ∈ included in the pattern P, and excluding patterns that do not satisfy the appearance rate
(minimum support). However, if the minimum support is set lower, then the number of patterns become extremely large. Therefore, we focus on a frequent closed pattern that is maximum and that exceeds the minimum support for pattern extraction. By using the closed pattern, it is possible to omit processing for redundant patterns, and to reduce calculation time and number of outputted patterns. By using the algorithm LCM (6) , frequent closed patterns that are candidates for the optimal pattern are enumerated.
In the LCM algorithm, disregarding the correction frequency α, any qualitative-valued data is counted as frequency 1 and frequent closed patterns are extracted by calculating support. On the other hand, it is necessary to count the frequency of qualitative valuation data including ambiguity as correction frequency of 1 or less. Therefore, if the support is recalculated from the correction frequency in the pattern extracted by LCM, there is a possibility that a pattern that does not satisfy the minimum support is included. Even though this frequent closed pattern cannot be an optimal pattern candidate, focusing on the frequent occurrence of a frequent closed pattern that its partial pattern is also frequent, local maximum pattern that satisfies the minimum support is extracted as an optimal pattern candidate.
First, if the support calculated by the correction frequency α of the frequent closed pattern satisfies the minimum support, it can be regarded as the optimal pattern candidate. If not, for each pattern obtained by removing each element constructing the frequent closed pattern, only the pattern that the support calculated by the correction frequency α satisfies the minimum support is enumerated. By recursively performing this process for the pattern that does not satisfy the minimum support, a local maximum pattern that has qualitative valuation data including ambiguity that satisfies the minimum support is enumerated as an optimal pattern candidate.
There is a possibility that the frequent closed pattern may include the element that decreases the evaluation value of
By removing such from the frequent closed pattern, frequent pattern that is a candidate for an optimal pattern with highest evaluation value from each is obtained. Among them, the pattern with the highest evaluation value is the optimal pattern.
The calculation time of the proposed method depends on the calculation time of LCM.
Experiment and Analysis

Dataset
For the actual cultivation data, we extract the optimal patterns that become the high yield factors. We compare the method that does not deploy ambiguity into the qualitative value (referred to as the existing method from here on) and the optimal pattern obtained by the proposed method. Then, we examine whether it is possible to acquire new knowledge useful for improving yield from discovered patterns while considering ambiguity.
The target of our experiment is the data of soybeans cultivated at NARO Hokkaido Agricultural Research Center. Environmental data is acquired from Meteorological Observation System at the Hokkaido Agricultural Research Center, NARO (7) . Growth data and work data are recorded each time the work is performed. There are several cultivation data that were acquired only in one of the two districts. When extracting the optimal pattern, data that appears only in one district has a few amount of information, so we use data acquired in both districts.
The data used for the experiments are the 40 kinds of environmental element data recorded at the weather observation site, image data to examine the growth stage, work data with the record of seeding date and harvest date, and harvest data with the record of yield. Data period used in this experiment covers from 2013 to 2015, and from seeding date to harvest date in all cases of years and districts. From the image of the growth data, we manually determine the growth stage. Since the start time the images have been obtained depending on the cultivated place, there is a variation in the period when the growth stage is established. The optimal pattern extraction covers stages that appear commonly in all cultivation places, so the target stages in this experiment are V4 to R5. When generating qualitative values, divide number q = 3, QV = {High, Average, Low}. The correction frequency is computed with D = 1. There are five types of attributes: majority M, total value T, maximum value , minimum value , fluctuation range R. Two types of harvesting data used for dividing cultivation data are used: 100-grain weight(g) and seed weight(g/m 2 ), and the minimum support is 0.55 ≤ ≤ 0.9.
Experiment Results and Discussion
Changes of High-ranked Patterns and Rank Order Fluctuation
While changing the minimum support, we compare the patterns of the highest evaluation value including the optimal pattern in the high yield group output by the existing method and the proposed method. By applying the proposed method, there is a possibility that a new frequent pattern appears that has not appeared as the candidate of the optimal pattern output for the existing method. On the other hand, there is a possibility that no frequent pattern appears as the candidate of the optimal pattern output that has appeared in the existing method. Therefore, it is meaningless to simply compare the number of candidates of the optimal pattern output. Moreover, in order to examine how much the elements of the pattern have changed by qualitative value considering ambiguity, we compare patterns that appear at common observation points in the same group. Among the patterns with the highest evaluation value, Table 1 and Table 2 show ranking fluctuations of the top-five evaluation values of the existing method and the proposed method. Table 1 shows the ranking fluctuation of the evaluation value of the pattern in the 100-grain weight, and Table 2 shows the seed weight.
From Table 1 , it can be observed that the pattern found ranked top with the proposed method is also ranked high with the existing method disregarding the minimum support. As a result, it is verified that the elements of the pattern with the top evaluation value do not have much ambiguity. On the other hand, for the pattern ranked 5, the order of the pattern of the existing method is higher only when = 0.9.
The new pattern generated by considering the ambiguity does not satisfy the minimum support because the minimum support is high, so it is considered that there is not much change in the pattern in the existing method and the proposed method. Similar to the pattern at the 100-grain weight in Table 2 , the pattern ranked highest is also ranked high even with the existing method disregarding the decrease of the minimum support. As a result, it is verified that the elements of the pattern with the top evaluation value do not have much ambiguity, and there is not much difference between the patterns.
Analysis on comparison of detected optimal patterns
We compare the optimal patterns in the high yield group obtained by the existing method and the proposed method, then extract the unique partial pattern in each pattern, and analyze the result. We analyze the optimal pattern of the 100-grain weight and the rough seed weight obtained with = 0.65. The patterns characteristic to the top ten among the extracted optimal patterns is selected.
[Optimal pattern in 100-grain weight] Table 3 shows examples of unique partial patterns of the optimal pattern obtained by applying the proposed method, and Table 4 shows examples of partial patterns extracted by applying the existing method in the 100-grain weight. From the unique pattern by the proposed method, the following features are mainly observed. 
-The ground temperature tends to be higher than the standard before flowering and the latter of R period.
-Sunlight hours tend to be high in the latter of R period.
-Moisture content decreases directly before flowering.
From the unique pattern obtained by applying the existing method, the following features are mainly observed.
-Earth radiation is high before flowering and becomes standard after flowering.
-Moisture content tends to be low before flowering.
From these observations, it is newly discovered that by considering the ambiguity, the ground temperature tends to be high after flowering, but the characteristic that the high earth radiation before flowering has not been discovered. In addition, since the moisture content of each unique pattern was low before flowering, the same characteristics were observed regardless of ambiguity.
[Optimal pattern in seed weight]
For seed weight, examples of partial patterns unique to the optimal pattern obtained by the proposed method are shown in Table 5 , and examples of partial patterns extracted by the existing method are shown in Table 6 . From the unique pattern by the proposed method, the following features are mainly observed.
-The humidity is entirely high, and tends to be especially high in the latter of the R period.
-Sunlight hours tend to be high in the latter of the R period.
-The amount of solar radiation is high before flowering and becomes standard after flowering.
From the pattern unique obtained by the existing method, the following features are mainly observed.
-Humidity tends to be entirely high.
-Average pressure is low before flowering.
From these observations, it is verified that solar radiation tends to be high before flowering by taking ambiguity into consideration, while low average pressure before flowering has not been observed. In addition, since the characteristics of high humidity are observed in common to each unique pattern, it can be analyzed that this characteristic has been obtained regardless of ambiguity.
[Analysis for the whole optimal pattern] The paper by S. Nakamura et al. (1996) indicated that the high temperature in the flowering period (V4 to R3) and a low rainfall inhibited the high yield of soybeans. On the other hand, it is also clarified that desirable environment at maturity (R4 to R5) is large day temperature difference, long sunshine hours and low rainfall amount (8) . Referring to these findings as a conditions for high yield, we analyze and discuss our result.
As a characteristic of high-yield group, in both 100-grain weight and seed weight, the sunshine hours are High at maturity. This feature is found only in the proposed method. Moreover, the humidity is high throughout the entire growth period (V4 to R5). The amount of humidity might have correlation with the amount of precipitation, however, the desirable environment at maturity is low amount of rainfall. In the future, we plan to investigate humidity and precipitation individually. 
Moreover, in the existing method, characteristics of atmospheric pressure is High, and global radiation is Low, that are considered as the factor to raise the temperature, during flowering period were obtained. In the proposed method, it was shown that these patterns generally regarded as high yield inhibiting factors are removed from the optimal pattern.
Furthermore, the feature that the ground temperature is high at maturity was discovered only in the unique pattern in the optimal pattern obtained by the proposed method. Therefore, it can be considered that appropriate knowledge that was not discovered from the optimal pattern of the existing method can be extracted by considering ambiguity.
Conclusions
In this paper, focusing on the ambiguity in the vicinity of the boundary value when qualitative value is converted, we propose a method to generate a pattern with qualitative values and find the optimal pattern. As a result of applying the proposed method to the actually acquired time series cultivation data, it was confirmed that a pattern with a low evaluation value among frequent patterns obtained by the existing method is a top candidate of the optimal pattern. In addition, as a result of examining the unique pattern of the optimal pattern obtained by the existing method and the proposed method, while discovering new patterns that could be the knowledge of general high yield factors, it was possible to remove elements that could be the knowledge of high yield inhibition factors from optimal patterns.
The problems in this study are as follows. First, it is necessary to confirm this result in the actual cultivation environment. However, for that purpose, it is necessary to improve the experimental environment such as lowering the cost of setting sensors and cameras for information acquisition. Then, when dividing the stage, we manually judge the stage from the image of the crop, so the criteria for dividing the stage becomes ambiguous. Therefore, it is necessary to consider a method of incorporating information that is not visible by the stage when the stage is divided. Moreover, in this study, we analyze the environmental information by examining the stage independently. However, since the state of the crop is greatly affected by the former environment, environmental information itself is insufficient. It is necessary to consider methods incorporating growth information. To deal with this problem, it is possible to measure NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) as growth information. Therefore, there is a possibility to develop a method that applies the value of NDVI and its amount of change as growth information.
